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2015 年 6 月大学英语六级考试听力试题 

沈阳新东方学校 

短对话 （沈阳新东方 高阳老师） 

1. w：A clever man hides its virtues within himself , a fool keeps them on his tongue. 

M: You mean, I’m singing my own praises. In that case, I’m a fool, a thorough fool. 

Q: what do we learn for the conversation? 

  

2. W: What does the paper say about the whole accident it happened this morning on 

the flight 870 to Hongkong? 

M: It ended with the arrested of 3 hijackers. They are forced the plane to fly until , but 

all the passengers and crew members landed safely. 

Q: what do we learn form the conversation? 

3. M: I’d want to transfer money from my checking account to my savings account . 

W: Ok, did you remember saving account? 

Q: Where did the conversation most probably take place? 

4. W: I’m never going to trust the restaurant critic form that magazine again. The food 

here doesn’t taste anything like we had in Chinatown 

M: It definitely, wasn’t worth to wait. 

Q: What do we learn form the conversation? 

  

5. W: I can’t believe Professor Wils is going to retire. 

M: She’s still going to lead the graduate seminar each semester though 

Q: what does the man mean? 
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6. W: BOB , I’m really think I need to figure out what to do about placing Leo. We 

have to find someone soon. 

M: I can’t come right now .I’ve got a meeting with Rodney. It might take all today, 

can we meet tomorrow? 

Q: What does the woman want to discuss with the man? 

7. W:  Hellen won’t be coming to work tomorrow. She’s finally going to the 

photograph exhibition. 

 M: She managed to get a ticket after all. 

 Q: What do we learn form the conversation? 

8. W still is the hero to face with the employees. I can give the touch with real world. 

 

六级长对话 1 （沈阳学校王宏老师） 

M: I would like to go to the states,but if I took the job there ,I wouldn’t get a very 

good salary. 

W: Really? I thought salaries were high there, but there will be some french benefits 

presumably. 

M:Oh yes,it would be stimulating and it has some advantages. 

W: What else do you have in mind? 

M:Well,there is a position in Portugal. 

W: How does it compare? 

M:It would offer greater security because it will be on a home based contract. 

W: And salary? 

M: Much better,I get an overseas allowance plus free accommodation from the firm. 

W:Presentably you will be getting.moving expenses from the Portugal job? 

M: Yes ,but just a complicate matters,there is a possibility of a post in Southpaw 

W: That’s Brazil isn’t it? 

M:Yes and I can get permission if I took a post there. 
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W: I would love to go to Brazil. 

M:But there are some disadvantages ,I would have to do a five year term there. 

W: That’s not a problem surely. 

M:Well,not at the moment ,but if they were a change in family circumstances I would 

be a long way from home. 

W: But if you really like the sates ,isn’t it the same pattern with the states? 

M:Yes, but in the states i would be on an annual contract so I could leave fairly 

quickly if I needed to. 

W:In Portugal? 

M:Well, that’s always next door isn’t it?I could visit home every few months if 

necessary. 

W:I can see you have got a difficult choice to make 

M:Well, fortunately I don’t have to make up my mind about any of them yet,in fact I 

haven’t even been called for an interview. 

 

9.What does the man say about the job in the states? 

10.What benefits would the man get if he took the post i n southpaw? 

11.What does the man say of the disadvantage of working in Brazil 

12.What do we learn from the end of the conversation? 

Long conversation 2 

W: Good morning, Horing service environment, I’m Mary, May I help you? 

M: Well, I’m looking for highest rate possible on a showed term certificate to deposit 

account 

W:Well, it seemed we can do to you. Horing Mountains  is currently offering a rate 

of 6.4% on a 15 route account with the minimum deposit of only 12000 dollars,6.55% 

on the minimum deposit of 25000 plans in dollars, and 6.7% on the deposit of 55000 

dollars. There was what happened yeild 6.55%,6.71%,6.87% was repectable  

M: rate and yeild? I’m afraid I don’t understand the difference. 

W: Well sir, there yeild percentage of simple interest put on your money, and a year 
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old, it’s a total percentage you’ll receive on your account  if your money leave with 

us for a year to year, a percentage interest rate   

M: Well,ur, but I’m not interested in long time investing and three months just fine. 

W: There perhaps you  got one of our urban high finance money market check in 

accounts. YOU can manage 5% of your account 15 dollars, you can have interest 6.1 

of any amount of about 

For a year of a year, 6.27% 

Of course,there was no penalty for earlest draw.    

M:No, thank you,I.. 

W:Or could it  be save with us to if I’ll we’ll get to offer you 25% discount, at 

minimum the areas or at the reading restaurants. Had cost you 12 dollars in 95%  

M: look, I think I’ve just called you around for more information. Thank you for time. 

13. What did the man’s purpose in making the phone call? 

14. What’s the man ‘most interested in? 

15. What did the woman do to persuade the man to deposit  in her bank? 

passage 1: 

(沈阳学校厉莘老师) 

What makes a person famous? This is a mystery that many people have carefully 

thought about. All kinds of myths surround the lives of well-known people. Most 

people are familiar with the works of William Shakespear, one of the greatest English 

writers of the 16th and 17th centuries. Yet, how many know Shakespear,the person,the 

man behind the works? After centuries of research, schoolars are still trying to 

discover Shakespear's personal histroy. It is not easily found in his writings. Authers 

of the time could not protect their works. An acting company, for example, could 

change a play if they wanted to. Nowadays, writters have copyrights to protect their 

work. Many myths arose about Shakespear. Some said he had no formal education, 

others believed that he began his career by tending the horses of wealthy men. All of 

these myths are   interesting, but are they true? Probably not. Shakespear's father 

was a respected man in Stratford upon Avon, a member of the town council. He sent 
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young William to grammar school. Most people of Elizabethan times did not continue 

beyond grammar school. So Shakespear did have at least an average education. Some 

parts of Shakespear's life will always remain unknown. The Great London Fire of 

1666 burnt many important documents that could have been a source of clues. We will 

always be let with many questions and few facts. 

 

Q16: What does the speaker say about William Shapespear? 

 

Q17: What do we learn about Shakespears father? 

 

Q18: Why does the speaker say part of Shakespear's life will remain a mystery? 

 

Passage 2 (沈阳新东方魏靖人老师) 

Ukim de Silva is a Brazilian and he lives and works in New York. There its most 

important product is coffee, and coffee is Ukim’s business. He works for an 

international coffee institute. (19)It represents Brazil and several other countries that 

export coffee. The institute wants more people to drink more coffee. That hasn’t been 

easy to do for the last few months. (20)A period of time, the country wanted to 

destroy the in Brazilian coffee club. As a result, there has been a shortage of coffee 

throughout the world. The shortage has caused the price very high. Many people are 

talking about giving up coffee until the prices come down again.All of the countries 

that set up a representative in the institute want people to continue drinking coffee. 

They spend a lot of time explaining the recent rising of price to newspaper reporters. 

They want the public to understand the reason for the shortage. Among the goals,he 

most put in charge of the advertising campaign. The campaign was trying to 

encourage people to keep on drinking coffee. (21)Sometimes, Ukim misses the 

beaches and tropical weatherin Rio de Janeiro, but he likes life in New York. He is 

youngonly 27’year old and he is a good-looking bachelor. There are a lot of women to 

meet in New York, and a lot of places to go with them. When he misses home, there 
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are several where he can go and speak Portuguese, his native language.(22)The last 

few weeks however have been too busy to think about anything except coffee prices 

and his advertising campaign. 

 

19. What does the passage say about the international coffee institute? 

20. What cause the coffee shortage throughout the world? 

21. What do we learn about Ukim de Silva? 

22. What does occupyUkim’s mind last few weeks?   

 

 

听力原文 Passage 3 

 （沈阳新东方学校  李玲贤老师） 

Last summer my wife and I had saved for a year to be able to take a our romantic 

Cruise to several Craribbean islands. Because the truth was scheduled to arriving 

Miami Florida several hours before the sailing, We don’t think we’d have any reason 

to worry about getting to be dock on time. We should have known that long distance 

trains are often many hours late. We should have taken an early one to allow extra 

time We should have, but we didn’t. And we missed the boat because there won’t to 

be the rephoned on to our Cruise air. If we returned home, we had to pay for the hotel 

room and meals in the city and air fare to flight to the first island on the ship’s route to 

the 2 days later. We missed half the Cruise. This year we decided to let the 

experienced travel agent do our vacation planning for us.We have to pay for the 4 

clients in advance for an core to take tour. We should’ve been enjoyed that relaxing 

well-planed trip right now. How could we’ve known that we’ll be a strike against our 

airline? And why haven’t anyone advised us but the travel agency cant’ find your 

money unless the tour operator can get the passengers fees back from the reserved 

hotels the tour companies and so on. To avoid trouble like this, we all get more travel 

experience. But tell you the truth, we don’t want to go anywhere. We are planning to 

spend vacations at home for a long time to come. 
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23. What does the couple feel to get to the Cruse in time? 

24. What did the speaker say about their this year? 

25. What will the speaker do in the future in the vacation? 

 

 

复合式听写 （沈阳新东方  张健老师）  

Why would animal kill itself? It seems a stange question and yet it is one has puzzled 

some people for a long time. The lemming is one such animal. Lemmings periodically 

commit mass suicide and no one knows just why. The small creatures which inhabit 

the Scandinavia mountains sustain themselves on a diet of roots and live in nests they 

make underground. When their food supply is effeciently large, the lemmings live a 

normal undisturbed life. However, when the lemmings food supply becomes too low 

to support the population, a similar migration commences. The lemmings leave the 

nests altogether at the same time for a huge crowds. Great numbers of the lemmings 

begin a long and hard journey arcosss the Scandinavian plains. The journey that may 

last weeks. The lemmings eat everything in their path continuing their destructive 

march until they reach the sea. The reason for what follow has remained a mystry for 

zoologists and naturalist. The time reaching the coasts, the lemmings do not stop, but 

swim by the thousand into the surf. Most flit on water only a short time before they 

tire, sink, and drown. A common theory for this unusual phenomenon is that the 

lemmings do not realize that the ocean is such a huge body of water. In their 

cross-country journey, the animals must traverse many smaller bodies of water such 

as rivers and small lakes. They may assume that the sea is just another such 

swimmable obstacle. But no final answer has been found to the mystry. 

 

 


